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Jeremy Coste has been shooting Polaroids hot guys for a while now. He started this recent project in 2011 kind of by accident, usually so great things begin. He got a few exposures after a shot of the film stuck in the camera. This turned out to be both an aesthetic and a logistical experiment for Costa, who told The Interview; I never know what the colors will be like before the first shot frame. Even then, you
start getting these chemical errors where chemicals don't spread throughout the image. The multiple exposure is almost like a collage collapsed in one frame. All this is done in Polaroid. No digital technology, no retouching, no manipulation. It's all one layer. Last night, he had a book signing at BookMarc at Bleeker for Fractured, his new book featuring this work. And limited edition prints, on display at the
Calvin Klein Collection, 654 Madison, are available on Paddle 8. The proceeds will benefit ACRIA to help those living with HIV/AIDS. And for the more cute, mostly naked guys, you can follow Jeremy on Instagram here. Tags: Jeremy Coste, Calvin Klein, ACRIA, HIV/AIDS, BookMarc, Paddle 8, Photography, Art, Interview Magazine, Cute Guys, Naked Photographer Jeremy Coste, the subject of the
previous spotlight artist here in The Advocate, appropriately releasing his new book, Fractured, in two versions. The first version you can get on the Costa website, on Amazon, or other digital outlets, but the second version is very tempting: To cover the cost of production, Coste offers a special edition of the artist only 100 copies. Each special edition comes with a unique, multi-exposed Polaroid of your
choice. Once you've paid, you'll be given a link to the password-protected select page where you'll be able to choose the Polaroid you want. That's pretty cool. Costa's latest series consists of several exhibits of Polaroids of young, beautiful men - an object and technique that Coste has been investigating for nearly a decade. Polaroid's mesmerizing, layered images in Fractured were taken during 2013, but
only a fraction of the work was seen outside the studio before the book was published. Whether cropped to show glowing details or just floated on a page, each photo represents a palpable, beautiful moment layered in secret. The limited edition event kicks off today, from 6-8 p.m. at BOOKMARC in Los Angeles (8407 Melrose Place, Los Angeles, CA 90069), followed by a brother event at BOOKMARC
New York (400 Bleecker Street, NY, NY 10014). Brock Chapman Click though for more images from Fractured... Pages Photographer Jeremy Coste is known for producing work focused on themes of sex, sexuality and nightlife. For his latest monograph, Published by Damiani, Costa continues to push the boundaries of identity through fascinating and surreal images depicting stereotypically beautiful men.
After moving to New York in the early 2000s, Coste became interested in documenting culture and the wide range of people associated with it. Unlike the frank nature of Costa's early documents, the work at Fractured is deliberately created to explore our ideas about fantasy. Made in collaboration with former Calvin Klein creative director Sam Shahid, Coste layered, the many exposures polaroids of
aspirational men in a natural and urban environment create a dreamy, sun-soaked narrative. Andy Warhol is an influential figure in Costa's artistic style and choice of subject. Costa takes one of Warhol's favorite instruments, the Polaroid camera, and creates his own special style with multi-layered photo collages. A multi-layered photography technique developed after a lucky accident, when a camera
malfunction exposed some of its images to multiple exposures. This multi-exposure element is an integral aesthetic choice in his latest work for him creates a fragmented dream effect, taking the viewer to a place of charm and fantasy. FracturedPublished Damiani in 201410 x 12208 pagesIt's always dark before dawn, created by Jeremy as a master of Polaroid. His body works at once the image, act and
genre bending fusion of subject matter, environment and artistic technique. Born from one of the occasional errors in the artist's studio that leads to incredible breakthroughs - camera malfunction - Costa's latest series consists of several exhibits of Polaroids of young, stereotypically beautiful men - an object and technique that Coste has been investigating for nearly a decade. These mesmerizing, layered
polaroid images are collected in Fractured, along with contextualization and descriptive text from Franklin Sirmans, LACMA curator of contemporary art. Made during 2013, only a fraction of the work was seen outside the studio before the book was published. Representing a fabulous, fragmented narrative collapsed into one Polaroid frame, each image takes the viewer into an intimate place filled with
broken dreams and unrequited desire, while celebrating the beauty of man and identity. Whether cropped to show glowing details or just floated on a page, each photo represents a palpable, beautiful moment layered in secret. Full description isn't availableShow More You may know Jeremy Coste (Jed Root) from his photographic collages, from his heavily traded Instagram, or his signature hairstyle, but
you definitely don't know him from his latest work, a lush, powerful selection of several Polaroids now making their first appearance collected in his latest book, Fractured, later this month. The new images, which combine Costa's signature male nude with delicate landscapes and harsh neon signage, have been edited out of nearly four thousand photographs he has taken over the past three years as part of
this secret project, which marks a bold and bold step forward in his artistic development. The images are explicit, yes, but also intimate and raw, product its combination combination names like Garrett Neff (who makes a personal foreword), Chad White, James Lyaskey, and Seth Kulmann with undiscovered guys cast from Instagram. In an exclusive interview Models.com, Coste opens up about his
aesthetics, his process, and the very personal meaning of his new body of work. (Interview Jonathan Shia) Costa will be signing copies of Fractured tomorrow at Bookmarc in New York. MDC: How did you come up with the idea of doing a few exposures? Jeremy Bone: It really happened by mistake. Maybe three years ago, Polaroid got stuck in a camera in the studio and I did the next shot right above it
and happily came up with this layered, beautiful image, which I was very excited about. I started playing around and figuring out the process and how it worked and how to really push the process. As can be seen from the collages and various bodies of work that I've done, I'm really interested in promoting the Polaroid environment for what I've been doing since day one. That's really where it started and
that's part of the momentum where it went. After all, I always thought of myself as an artist, not a fashion photographer. I never wanted to be a fashion photographer and I get bored very easily. I can't shoot in my apartment anymore because I shot her, I can't shoot in the studio because the white wall is completely uninteresting to me. So when it happened, it opened up a whole new world of possibilities for
me to rethink all those things that were monotonous before. All these places that I felt like I shot to death, suddenly, was a whole new life. It was really interesting and I felt like people had done some exposed images over the years, but I never saw it do consistently as a body job. So for me there was an opinion that I could do something really fresh and in a sense unexplored territory. MDC: Where did the
title come from? JK: Coming up with a name is one of the hardest things I've ever had to do. We went back and forth with this, and finally I landed on Fractured, which for me represents a lot of different things. First, it's a very aggressive word, it's an aggressive, hyper-masculine sense of destruction. In a way, it goes back to this idea of broken dreams, broken memories, broken desires, cracked hopes, the
urge to believe anything. At three o'clock in the morning I may be the most out-of-place person on earth, but when I work, I really work. My hands to myself, my comments to myself, I am a hyper professional. As a result, art really becomes about these fragmented desires and it's a fragmented distance. This becomes the closest I will have that interaction physically, for all intents and purposes. Specifically,
it's really about this identity of a broken facade, these disparate memories, these disparate desires, in a very visceral way. Shane Davis (IMG) Matt Williams MDC: How do you hope this new project changes People have you and your work? JK: I hope they start to see it as art, not just pictures of guys. A man as an object to me has a lot of personal layers to it, like being 250 pounds and closed growing up
in Texas, being in denial myself until college and then continuing to grow as who I am. I still have massive body problems and probably will be until the day I die, no matter if I have a body like Garrett or I continue to struggle. Hopefully, when people look at this work and read the relevant text in the book, they can understand that the work is not just what is on the surface, and that there are all these
conceptual foundations that have nothing to do with the fact that it is a beautiful naked guy, and that it is not all from the conceptual place and the place of intimacy, like a constructed image. MDC: Speaking of Garrett, why did you choose him to write the foreword? J.K.: We've known each other for seven years. We met when we both started out in our different lives, but we have maintained our friendship
and collaborated on a number of projects over the past few years. In my first book, the director of the Museum Andy Warhol wrote the text and then Ledifag wrote the article, so I thought it would be interesting to have someone who wrote from a more critical point of view and then someone who is in the works and has a more popular perspective. After all, Garrett has a pretty decent part of the book, and
he's also into some of the more personal images. Glenn O'Brien and Franklin Sirmans, who is a curator at LACMA, also contributed to the lyrics, so it was nice to have three straight men writing about the work. MDC's zack Boyers (Two Controls) MDC: What was the casting process like? What were you looking for in the guys you picked? JK: When I first started shooting guys in 2001, most of them were
guys I met at the bar or wanted to sleep with or whatever, but when I decided to start doing more, I started finding guys through Hunting and MySpace and all these alternative casting sources. I have a very specific casting, it's very much the Bruce Weber boy next door. As I work more and more with agencies, I've lost some of this stuff where it's just two people making art, without a third party opinion or
someone flipping or any drama. It's just two people doing shit that they're both happy to do and both are comfortable making. This is the foreword to the question, but a lot of guys come across Instagram. Some contacted me out of nowhere, most of them I contacted, but I really like to use Instagram as a casting vehicle because you can find exceptionally beautiful guys who don't have luggage and also,
frankly, don't show ponies. They're not trained, so in fact you end up getting a more honest image rather than a character that I think is really interesting too. Everything I'm filming, we have a conversation about work. Expectations. I tell them that I'm going to take photos that they can use for Instagram or whatever, but art, nude stuff, stays off websites until it's in a more complex context. I have the same
conversation, whether it's with IMG or you're from Instagram. For me, that consistency and transparency is super, super, super important, and what I'm trying to do is lay out everything so that all participants can make an informed decision about whether it's right for them. MDC: How did you work with neon signs? JK: I did the first one about a year ago. I clicked we buy a gold sign on the Lower East Side
and then I layered it with the guy I was filming, thinking: Maybe this could work. It was a pure experiment and it worked completely, and before I knew it, I started looking at the text and the language and seeing it everywhere. I like the contrast of these guys in these mostly rural places with neon, which is pretty much urban in context. I think the push and pull is really interesting and it also asks the question
of what it means to take language out of context. Some of them have to be a little funny, some of them have to be a little sexy. I'm very happy for them. Contemporary art has such a rich history of language that it has a dialogue with Jack Pearson, Bruce Naumann and Barbara Kruger, some artists I have a lot of respect for. MDC: Some people may classify your work as having a gay aesthetic. What is your
response to this categorization? D.K.: Let's see, every time there's a naked guy, it's considered homoerotic, whether it's straight man, woman or gay. Everyone wants to put things in a box so they can understand them. Okay, I'm not offended by this. If you want to put it in this box, by all means. I certainly didn't do it with that intent. Of course, it is about the male gaze, there are equal parts of desire and lust
as well, but there is much more to it about personality, facades, physicality, transformation, all those things that, to me, are no less important, if not more important, than the desire aspect of it. So if anyone wants to take it, I'm not offended. It's not how I look at it, but it's what it is. As long as someone is considering a job, that's the most important thing for me. Me.
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